In antidiabetic drug development, phase I studies usually involve short-term glucose provocations. Multiple designs are available for these provocations (e.g., meal tolerance tests (MTTs) and graded glucose infusions (GGIs)). With a highly nonlinear, complex system as the glucose homeostasis, the various provocations will contribute with different information offering a rich choice. Here, we investigate the most appropriate study design in phase I for several hypothetical mechanisms of action of a study drug. Five drug effects in diabetes therapeutic areas were investigated using six study designs. Power to detect drug effect was assessed using the likelihood ratio test, whereas precision and accuracy of the quantification of drug effect was assessed using stochastic simulation and estimations. An overall summary was developed to aid designing the studies of antihyperglycemic drug development using model-based analysis. This guidance is to be used when the integrated glucose insulin model is used, involving the investigated drug mechanisms of action.
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Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC? þ Many designs exist for phase I trials for antihyperglycemic drugs. We know of no systematic evaluation of their relative merits for assessing drug effects of different MoAs.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
þ We investigated the power, the accuracy, and the precision of pharmacometric analysis of various experimental designs for different drug MoA.
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
þ The most suitable design of phase I antihyperglycemic drug studies depends on and can be predicted from the drug's MoA.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?
þ The phase I trial design choice in the development of antihyperglycemic drugs can be better selected. The exploration through pharmacometric modeling of the relative merits of different trials by drug MoA has the potential to improve drug development in many therapeutic areas.
In the therapeutic area of diabetes, the US Food and Drug Administration guidelines stated that phase I study designs should resemble real life as much as possible. 1 These studies usually involve short-term glucose provocations. With a highly nonlinear, complex system as glucose homeostasis, the various glucose provocations will contribute with different information upon which the probability of detecting the drug effect might be highly dependent. This study focuses mainly on the meal tolerance test (MTT), glucose tolerance test (GTT), repeated fasting blood glucose sampling test (i.e., no provocation (NO) and graded glucose infusion (GGI)). These studies are typically performed after 8-12 hours of overnight fasting. Although these study designs do not allow the assessment of insulin sensitivity, they are much easier to perform and resemble real life more than other study designs, such as glucose clamps. 2 GTTs are performed by giving the patient a standard dose of glucose followed by sampling venous plasma glucose (and optionally plasma insulin) mainly for exploring the clearance of glucose from the blood. 3 The glucose dose is either administered orally (OGTT) or intravenously (IVGTT). Different glucose doses, sampling times, postdose duration of sampling, and analysis methods have been used for GTTs, 4 with 75 g being the recommendation for the oral glucose dose by the World Health Organization. The MTT is the most realistic glucose challenge, in which either a single meal is given with repeated sampling of glucose typically every 30 minutes (i.e., single meal tolerance test (sMTT)), 5 or several meals are given and sampling is performed for 24 hours (i.e., 24-hour meal tolerance test (MTT-24)). 6 Despite being the most real-life mimicking design, MTT-24 is rarely used because of the intensive sampling over the day, whereas sMTT still resembles real-life conditions with the advantage of being less invasive. An alternative to glucose challenges is NO, although it is less informative of the dynamics of glucose, it offers several benefits, such as the low variability and self-monitoring of blood glucose. Graded glucose infusion design comprises five stages of infusion of 20% glucose solution with increasing infusion rates. 7 The duration of each stage is typically 40 minutes, in which it starts with a low infusion rate 2 mg/kg and then increases by each stage. It is used to assess glucose-dependent insulin secretion. 8, 9 Many targets along the glucose absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion scheme are available for development of new antihyperglycemic treatment. The selected mechanisms of action (MoA) for drug effects in this study were stimulation of basal insulin (BINS), glucose clearance, both insulin-dependent glucose clearance (CLG) and independent (CLGI), as well as inhibition of endogenous glucose production (EGP) and absorption of oral glucose (GABS). There are drugs available for treatment of type 2 diabetes, for each of these MoA: increasing insulin secretion by inhibiting K ATP channel of the pancreatic beta cells is the MoA of sulfonylureas 10 and glinides, 11 increasing CLGI by blocking glucose reuptake in renal tubules is the MoA of glycosurics 12 (the US Food and Drug Administration approved canagliflozin in 2013), increasing CLG and decreasing EGP had been introduced as the probable MoA for insulin sensitizers (PPARc agonists 13 and biguanides, 14 respectively) and decreasing glucose absorption either directly through alpha glucosidase inhibition or by slowing down gastric emptying and promoting satiety is the M oA of acarbose 15 and amylin analogues, 16 respectively. Pharmacometric model-based analysis had been recently recommended as an alternative for traditional statistical methods to improve clinical trials analysis, particularly after the sharp decline in research and development productivity in the pharmaceutical industry over the past decades. 17 It had been shown that pharmacometric analysis made use of all available data, increasing the overall information content of the trial, and providing an accurate determination of its main aspects as study power and parameter uncertainty. 18 Furthermore, it can be implemented as a decisionmaking tool in drug development throughout all the different phases of drug development. 19, 20 The aim of this work was to investigate and determine the most appropriate study design in phase I for several hypothetical MoAs of a study drug. Power to detect drug effect, precision, and accuracy of quantification of drug effect were assessed using pharmacometric model-based simulations and estimations.
METHODS
The pharmacometric model
In this work, the integrated glucose insulin (IGI) model developed by Silber et al. 21 was used. The model consists of two submodels, glucose and insulin, with interconnecting homeostatic mechanisms. The glucose submodel is a twocompartment model with elimination only from the central compartment. The elimination mechanism is divided into insulin-dependent and insulin-independent, EGP is constant and independent of plasma glucose for patients. The insulin submodel is a one-compartment disposition model, with a first order elimination and endogenous secretion as input. The first phase of insulin secretion is entering the disposition compartment as a system response to administration of bolus glucose but it is absent in patients. There are two feedback mechanisms between the glucose and insulin submodels: the delayed effect of glucose on the second phase of insulin secretion and the delayed effect of insulin on the insulin-dependent glucose elimination. Both delays are mediated through effect compartment models. To fit data following oral glucose administration, the model was modified by Jauslin et al. 22 The absorption of glucose following OGTT is described using transit compartments with the addition of incretin effect as an maximum effect (E max ) function on insulin second phase secretion. For describing the whole day glucose-insulin profile, including the circadian variation on insulin secretion, a repeated meal model was developed by Jauslin et al. 6 These three versions of the IGI model were used to investigate our selected phase I study designs sMTT, MTT-24, OGTT, NO, IVGTT, and GGI.
Study design
The selected glucose provocations were investigated through in silico simulations, simulating both glucose and insulin. The main design aspects of each of the standard glucose provocations are listed in Supplementary Table S1 . The designs were inspired by published studies of glucose experiments. 6, [22] [23] [24] The MTT-24 design is the only study in which patients received repeated glucose: three meals (8AM, 2PM, and 8PM) and three snacks (11AM, 5PM, and 11PM) and the NO design is the only study design in which no glucose is given. The simulated IVGTT was insulin modified with a 5-minute insulin infusion (0.03 U/kg) 20 minutes after glucose was given.
Drug effects
Drug effects were functions of drug concentrations that were assumed to be at steady-state (Eq. 1Þ. This assumption would correspond to a drug with a long half-life given repeatedly with dosing intervals less than its half-life to minimize fluctuation around its steady-state concentrations:
where h x is the estimate of typical slope of the concentrationeffect relationship for drug MoA x, Conc is drug steady-state concentration (100 ng/mL), and g ix is the deviation from h x for individual i and is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and SD x x . As this is a simulation study, the unit of the steady-state concentrations is arbitrarily chosen and will only affect the unit of h x . The size of h x was determined by titrating the drug effect to produce a 15% decrease in the glucose area under the curve (AUCG) for the typical treated individual compared to the typical untreated individual in the sMTT experiment. The titrated value of h x (one for each MoA) was then used in all designs to simulate datasets (one for each design) of 1,000 patients with a crossover design of placebo and drug treatment. The sign of the drug effect determined whether the effect was stimulatory or inhibitory. Five different drug effects were implemented in the model to describe the selected hypothetical drug MoAs, as illustrated in Figure 1 . For more details on implementation, see Supplementary model file, containing the model code for OGTT with all MoAs. As weight was needed for glucose dosing of some designs and in the IGI model for allometric scaling, each patient's weight was randomly simulated assuming a normal distribution, mean 90 6 12 kg. 25 The same magnitude of h x was used in all designs, although titrated based on sMTT, and, thus, the ratio of AUCG between treated and untreated AUCGD=PL x ð ), varied with design and was only for sMTT 5 15%. A washout period of 24 hours was implemented between occasions to re-establish steady-state of the glucose-insulin system. Simulations were based on the published parameter estimates of the IGI models, 6, 21, 22 and Figure 2 shows the simulations of a typical individual with and without treatment for each design and drug MoA.
DATA ANALYSIS Study power calculations
For each of the 6 designs and each of the 5 drug effects, 1 study with 1,000 individuals was simulated, as described above. The model-based power calculations were performed by comparing the difference in objective function value (DOFV) between the full model (including drug effect) and the reduced model (without drug effect) fitted to the simulated data (see Figure 3 ). In the estimations, patient-specific and drugspecific parameters were estimated, whereas system-specific parameters were kept fixed; patient-specific parameters in the IGI model are glucose clearance (both insulin-independent and insulin-dependent), glucose and insulin steady-state concentrations, and residual errors for both glucose and insulin, whereas drug-specific parameters were h x and x x .
Study power for each drug effect was assessed by calculating the relative ratio (RR) of DOFV between each study design and sMTT as shown in Eq. 2 where design denotes the designs: MTT-24, OGTT, NO, IVGTT, and GGI. This ratio can be interpreted as how many times more individuals are needed for sMTT to achieve equivalent power to the compared design.
Calculation of accuracy and precision To assess precision and accuracy of parameter estimation h x and AUCG, a stochastic simulation estimation (SSE) was used, in which 500 studies with 15 individuals were simulated, as described in the sections study design and drug effects above, for each of the 6 designs and each of the 5 drug effects ( Figure 3) . The size of the population was based on phase I antihyperglycemic drug clinical trials. 26, 27 From these simulations, the true AUCGD=PL x;true was calculated. The full model was then fitted to the 500 simulated datasets to produce 500 estimates of h x;SSE . The resulting 500 sets of estimates were then used to simulate glucose profiles from which AUCGD=PL x;SSE was calculated. Precision and accuracy were assessed by calculating the relative estimation error (REE) of both the parameter h x and AUCGD=PL x , according to Eqs. 3 and 4. Power, precision, and accuracy of the studied designs were determined by using the SSE and execute tools implemented in PsN version 3.5, 28 and NONMEM version 7.3.
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Graphs and dataset creation for NONMEM were performed in R.
30 Figure 1 Schematic presentation of the integrated glucose-insulin model for oral tolerance test in type 2 diabetes mellitus 22 with five drug mechanism of actions. BINS, increase basal insulin secretion; CLG, increase insulin-dependent glucose clearance; CLGI, increase insulindependent glucose clearance; EGP, decrease glucose production; GABS, decrease glucose absorption; INCR, increase incretin activity.
RESULTS
Five drug effects were investigated with six study designs using model-based analysis, as shown in Figure 2 . The designs NO, IVGTT, and GGI were, for obvious reasons, not investigated in relation to drug effects on glucose absorptions. Table 1 shows the study power of each study design as the RR to the study power of sMTT model. For all tested MoA, intravenous provocations were always more powerful than oral provocations, with the exception of MTT-24 for certain MoAs. The power of MTT-24 was higher than sMTT for all MoAs, except for increasing CLGI. Repeated fasting sampling NO had for many MoAs higher power than sMTT. Notable though is that safety was not assessed in this study and repeated fasting glucose sampling after drug treatment may be associated with more hypoglycemia than , graded glucose infusion (GGI), and repeated fasting samples without provocation (NO). The drug effects are stimulating basal insulin production (BINS), increasing insulin independent glucose clearance (CLG), increasing insulin dependent glucose clearance (CLGI), decreasing endogenous glucose production (EGP), and decreasing oral glucose absorption (GABS). The drug effect is titrated to produce a 15% difference in glucose area under the curve for the sMTT design.
other designs. For drug effects increasing the CLGI, the MTT-24 and OGTT were the least powerful study designs. Potentially, the stimulation of insulin release, at a higher rate by incretin activity, made CLGI less important. Precision and accuracy of model parameters and simulated glucose concentrations were computed by SSE. REE hx and REE AUCGD=PLx are visualized in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , respectively. The precision and accuracy of AUCGD=PL x was, in general, better than for the h x . All investigated designs for drug effects on basal insulin and glucose absorption performed well in terms of accuracy and precision, thus, for these MoAs, the power to detect a drug effect is the main difference. Those designs with a good precision and accuracy of h x performed well in terms of glucose simulations also. Only for drug effects on CLG with NO, was the bias large in both h CLGI and AUCGD=PL CLGI . There was also a small, although significant bias for both h CLG and AUCGD=PL CLG for NO. Thus, although the NO design is surprisingly powerful, it resulted in the worst precision and accuracy. The accuracy and precision of parameters and glucose concentrations derived from OGTT, IVGTT, and GGI were overall good for all MoAs. Thus, the most powerful study designs, albeit including the two most invasive, are also producing accurate and precise estimates. Both the sMTT and the MTT-24 designs were disappointingly biased in terms of h x . These designs mimic real life the most, however, the accuracy was poor for h CLG , h CLGI , and h EGP , and, in particular, the precision for sMTT of h CLGI . Slightly reassuring was the results of accuracy and precision of AUCGD=PL x for these designs, as they performed similar to other designs.
In summary, the study design with the highest power for a drug effect was not always the most precise neither was it the most accurate. The overall most powerful, accurate, and precise study designs were the intravenous glucose Figure 3 A schematic illustration of study power calculations, in which the appropriate integrated glucose insulin (IGI) model for each study design is used to simulate 1,000 patients with each drug effect, in which after the full and the reduced models of the same study design were fitted to the simulated data, and objective function value (DOFV) was calculated for each study design and was used to calculate the relative ratio (RR design ). For precision and accuracy calculations, other simulations were performed to produce 500 datasets used to calculate relative estimation error (REE hx ) and REE AUCGD=PLCx for each design with each drug effect. AUCG, glucose area under the curve; BASI, basal insulin secretion; EGP, endogenous glucose production; GABS, glucose absorption; GGI, graded glucose infusion; IVGTT, intravenous glucose tolerance test; MTT-24, 24-hour meal tolerance test; NO, no provocation; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; sMTT, single meal tolerance test; SSE, stochastic simulation and estimation. Table 1 The study power of each design given as the ratio for how many times more individuals are needed for sMTT to achieve equivalent power to the compared design The red color represents the most powerful study design and the gray represents the second most powerful study design for each mechanism of action. BINS, stimulating basal insulin production; CLG, insulin-independent glucose clearance; CLGI, insulin-dependent glucose clearance; EGP, endogenous glucose production; GABS, glucose absorption; GGI, graded glucose infusion; IVGTT, intravenous glucose tolerance test; NO, no provocations test; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; sMTT, single meal tolerance test; MTT-24, 24-hour meal tolerance test.
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administration experiments. From a power perspective, MTT-24 seems like a good alternative, apart from effects on CLGI (e.g., SGLT2-inhibitors).
DISCUSSION
In phase I antihyperglycemic drug studies, various study designs carry different information according to their respective ways in provoking glucose homeostasis systems. Thus, few therapeutic areas have so many designs from which to choose as diabetes. In this work, we have tried to outline what the relative merits are of different designs in terms of identifying and estimating drug effects and how their relative rank depends on the MoA. The sMTT shows lower and slower glucose profiles than intravenous provocations as intestinal glucose and lipids increase insulin response through incretin peptides. Although the MTT-24 provides similar glucose and insulin profiles to sMTT, with more samples, longer study duration, and also nightly suppression of the insulin production. For these two designs, the MTT version of the IGI model was used for data creation and analysis, this model contains a linear incretin effect. The OGTT shows similar glucose profiles to sMTT but with faster absorption phase and clearer elimination phase, as a consequence of incretin effects, second phase response of insulin to glucose is much higher than intravenous, however, incretin response of the OGTT is lower than sMTT due to the lack of intestinal lipids in OGTT. The OGTT version of the IGI model was used to create and analyze data for this provocation and this model includes an E max model for the incretin effect. Repeated fasting samples NO is expected to be the most informative for drug effects acting on mechanisms affecting the glucose and insulin steady states, these data were produced and analyzed using the IGI model for OGTT without intestinal glucose-related incretin effect. Because the full dose enters the body instantly during IVGTT, a stronger insulin secretion Figure 4 A descriptive representation of the distribution of relative estimation error (REE hx ) of each of the study designs for all of the drug effects. The different study designs are intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT), oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), single meal tolerance test (sMTT), 24-hour meal tolerance test (MTT-24), graded glucose infusion (GGI), and no provocations test (NO). The average convergence rate for all estimations in the SSE was 0.713. BINS, increase basal insulin secretion; CLG, increase insulindependent glucose clearance; CLGI, increase insulin-independent glucose clearance; EGP, decrease glucose production; GABS, decrease glucose absorption.
with shorter duration is observed, compared with oral glucose provocations. The GGI produces a stepwise increase in plasma glucose levels that allows the assessment of glucose dependent insulin secretion as well as glucose elimination. The IVGTT version of the IGI model was used to create and analyze data for these two provocations and this model includes no incretin effect. These various ways in provoking the glucose homeostasis explain the differences seen in the final parameter estimates of the different versions of I GI model, in particular for the estimates of glucose clearance. It has been shown that the IGI model can correctly describe data from different experiments and real-life situations. 12 Reality imitation with the simulated data for various drug effects shown in Figure 2 is an example to the applicability of the IGI model in understanding antihyperglycemic drug actions.
The results of the power analysis can largely be explained by the difference in sampling schedule between the designs.
The designs differed greatly in position and number of observations per subject (n 5 37, 26, 14, and 6 for MTT-24, IVGTT, GGI, and OGTT=sMTT=NO, respectively). Thus, much of the higher power observed for IVGTT, GGI, and MTT-24 is attributed to the sampling schedules. To investigate the impact of the sampling schedule, the RR was calculated for NO and O GTT with the same sampling schedule as the IVGTT design. This resulted in a massive change in RR for both NO and OG TT (see Supplementary Table S2) , with NO now being the most powerful of all designs for all drug effects, except CLG.
Although the sampling schedule explains most of the results, the power is also related to how glucose and insulin responses are provoked in the design. The most powerful design to detect drug effects on glucose absorption was the MTT-24, mainly due to the large number of observations but also the repeated oral intake of glucose. As glucose is absorbed several times, the power to detect a drug effect on glucose absorption should be high. When comparing OGTT Figure 5 A descriptive representation of the distribution of relative estimation error (REE AUCGD=PLx ) of each of the study designs for all drug effects. The different study design models are intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT), oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), single meal tolerance test (sMTT), 24-hour meal tolerance test (MTT-24), graded glucose infusion (GGI), and no provocations test (NO). The red color indicates the most powerful study design and the gray indicates the second most powerful study design. The average convergence rate for all estimations in the stochastic simulation estimation was 0.713. AUCG, glucose area under the curve; BINS, increase basal insulin secretion; CLG, increase insulin-independent glucose clearance; CLGI, increase insulin-dependent glucose clearance; EGP, decrease glucose production; GABS, decrease glucose absorption.
to sMTT, with the same number of observations, the sMTT is more powerful, this can be explained by the slower absorption rate in the sMTT design, with a longer duration allowing for easier detection of changes in absorption process.
Hypothetically, when insulin concentrations are high, the relative importance of insulin-dependent glucose elimination will be high compared to basal EGP, basal insulin secretion, and insulin-independent glucose elimination. Thus, designs provoking a strong insulin response will have a lower power to detect drug effects on basal glucose production, basal insulin secretion, and CLGI, whereas the opposite applies for drug effects on CLG. Another way of explaining it is to look at the change in fasting plasma glucose (FPG). Drug effects with their main effect on FPG will have a much higher signal-to-noise ratio in designs in which glucose is invariable, such as in the NO design. This is true for basal EGP, basal insulin secretion, and CLGI, however, not for CLG.
If we first examine drug effects increasing basal insulin secretion, this drug effect reduces fasting glucose concentration from 170 mg/dL to $140 mg/dL. When accounting for the difference in the number of observations of the designs, the highest power was observed for NO, which is in line with this hypothesis.
For drug effects on EGP, there is a similar trend; the reduction in fasting glucose concentrations is larger, $40 mg/dL. Thus, NO will be the most powerful study design for EGP when accounting for the number of observations. In addition, the order of power does not follow the order of number of observations, indicating that the number of observations for this MoA is of less importance. The order of power between the frequently sampled designs MTT-24, GGI, and IVGTT, is driven by which of the designs have the smallest provoked glucose-insulin response, which is GGI.
For drug effects on CLGI, NO and OGTT have the highest power. It seems as if sMTT is a fairly powerful design for this MoA, given that the RRs for all designs for this MoA are the smallest.
Last, the power to detect a drug effect on CLG should, unlike the power for other drug effects, benefit from provoking insulin response. When accounting for the uneven number of observations, NO and OGTT are powerful but not as powerful as MTT-24 or IVGTT, which is the design with the highest insulin concentrations and should be the most powerful.
In our investigations, RRs were used. As a consequence, any changes in absolute power that are the same for the designs will not affect the relative power as they cancel out (i.e., magnitude of drug effect and variability; e.g., interindividual and interoccasion variability as well as pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic variability), linear or nonlinear pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic relationship. In addition, the results are independent of which statistical test was used as long as the metric uses difference in OFV between nested models (e.g., the likelihood ratio test or the Akaike Information Criterion).
In terms of precision, it has been shown that despite the biased parameter estimates of some models, they were capable of precisely and accurately simulating plasma AUCG. This reflects a good model performance in terms of simulating and estimating the AUCGD=PL x . Thus, predicting the size of the drug effect in terms of AUCG is possible using parameter estimates from most of the designs. However, caution should be taken when interpreting the actual parameter values and statements like "the EGP increased with 15%" should only be considered for those MoAs and designs in which the parameter estimates were not biased and sufficiently precise.
Due to run-time issues, we calculated the fraction of the needed number of individuals for the sMTT design to achieve the same power as other studied designs, instead of the actual needed number of subjects to achieve a particular study power. To do the latter, the true type I error rate would have to be assessed, which can be done using the simulation hypothesis test. Once the type I error rate is known, a full SSE or Monte-Carlo Mapped Power Method, 31 can be used to assess the number of individuals required for a certain power, both simulation hypothesis test and SSE rely on repeated dataset simulations and estimations, which is unrealistic with a model, such as the IGI model, in which the run-times are long. An alternative method, used in this work, when comparing study power, is to calculate the ratio between the DOFVs of the compared study designs. This method does not require assessment of the type I error rate or repeated sampling and is thus faster than the above alternatives. This method has been shown to produce similar results to the ratio of individuals at a certain power using the Monte-Carlo Mapped Power Method. 32 Yet, another way to compare these designs would be to compare the SE of h x estimates, in a similar manner to efficiency calculations in optimal design. With optimal design, it is possible also to change the standard design variables to increase the power for a certain drug effect. 33 However, this was not investigated in the current work.
Based on the results from this study, an overall summary was developed to aid designing studies of antihyperglycemic drug development using model-based analysis. This guidance can be used in a scenario when the IGI model is used, involving a certain expected drug MoA. The best study design for different analysis purposes and its less invasive alternatives for each hypothetical drug MoA are summarized in Table 2 . The results presented in this article represent a model-based analysis. Although not investigated, it is possible that the results would hold true for a more traditional analysis, such as a t-test of AUCG with and without treatment; that remains, however, to be verified. Notable though is that the results would be invalidated if a t-test of AUCG was performed on baseline-corrected AUCG as the information of drug effects on FPG would be ignored.
CONCLUSIONS
The selection of study design for antidiabetic phase I studies may be complex and is commonly decided by patient convenience or study feasibility. The work presented here provides an insight in the relative merits of the studied designs when performing pharmacometric analysis and will allow more informed selection among the designs. This work also shows that pharmacometric simulation is a valuable tool in the design of phase I studies in antihyperglycemic drug development in which the power, precision, and accuracy of various study designs is dependent on the MoA of the study drug.
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